Venue: Warburg-Haus
Heilwigstr. 116
20249 Hamburg

For further inquiries and a full Zoom registration, please contact:
PD Dr. Alexandra Trachsel
alexandra.trachsel@uni-hamburg.de

CLAUDIUS AELIANUS
HIS QUOTATIONS - HIS WORKS - THEIR CONTEXTS

04.10-05.10.2021
WARBURG-HAUS
ZOOM WEBINAR-ID: 622 5797 1642
MONDAY 4.10.2021

12:30: Welcome

Panel 1: Quotations beyond Aelianus
12:45-13:30: Ory Amitay (Haifa): Agatharchides in Josephus: on the Flexibility of Quotation
13:30-14:15: Ute Tischer (Leipzig): Quotation in Attic Nights – the history of Mausolus and Artemisia (NA 10.18)
14:15-15:00: Luisa Prandi (Verona): How to cut a quotation? The case of Pliny and Cleitarchus (Plin. NH 3. 57 = Cleit. 137T4 and F31)

Coffee Break 30 Min

Panel 2: Quotations in Aelianus
15:30-16:15: Lucía Rodríguez-Noriega Guillén (Oviedo): The quotations from the Tragic Poets in Elian’s On the Characteristics of Animals
16:15-17:00: Alexandra Trachsel (Hamburg): Exploring Aelianus' Quotations of Homer and Homeric Scholarship
17:00-17:45: Philipp Stahlhut (Rastatt): "...alle erreichbaren Informationen zusammengetragen" (N.A. Prooem) - Zum Zitieren von Realien bei Aelian

Conference Dinner

TUESDAY 5.10.2021

Panel 3: Aelianus beyond Quotations: the Collector
9:30-10:15: Marcel Humar (Berlin): The complex emotional life of animals in Aelianus (via Zoom)
10:15-11:00: Arnaud Zucker (Nice): Elien et ses masques: comment évaluer ou reconnaître le "je" ou la voix d'Elien au milieu de ses sources?

Coffee Break 30 Min

Panel 4a: Aelianus beyond Quotations: the Collection I
11:30-12:15: Katerina Oikonomopoulou (Patras): Lists and catalogues in Athenaeus and Aelian (via Zoom)
12:15-13:00: Hendrik Müller (Hamburg): Creating associative trails: Aelian's miscellanies as proto-hypertext

Lunch Break

Panel 4b: Aelianus beyond Quotations: the Collection II
14:30-15:15: Dimitrios Papadopoulos (Patras): The quotation of multiple poetic fragments in Aelian’s On the Characteristics of Animals (7.39)

Short additional break (15 Min)

15:30-16:15: Steven D. Smith (Hempstead, New York): A Question of Breeding: Aelian, Aristotle, and Alexander in India (NA 8.1) (via Zoom)

16:15: Conclusion and Farewell